DERIVATIONS AND CAYLEY DERIVATIONS OF GENERALIZED CAYLEY-DICKSON ALGEBRAS KEVIN MCCRIMMON
The Cayley-Dickson doubling process can be continued past the quaternions and octonions to obtain an infinite series of algebras of dimension 2". After n = 3 these algebras are no longer composition algebras. R. D. Schafer established the surprising result that the derivation algebras stop growing at n = 3. Schafer's proof assumed the scalars were a field of characteristic Φ 2,3. In this paper we will give a different proof of his result which works for arbitrary rings of scalars, making use of the concept of a Cayley derivation.
Throughout, A denotes a unital nonassociative algebra over an arbitrary (unital, commutative, associative) ring of scalars Φ. We assume A has a scalar involution * where all norms and traces are scalars, (0.1) xx* = N(x)l, x + x* = Γ(x)l,
2) N(x 9 y) = T(xy*) 9 T(xy) = T(yx).
If μ is a cancellable scalar (μα = 0=># = 0) then we can construct a new algebra with scalar involution by the Cayley-Dickson construction The Cayley-Dickson process starts with Φl of dimension 1 and builds a *-extension Φl + Φw of dimension 2(w + w* = l,l -4N(w) cancellable -if ^ ί Φ we must take this by fiat for the second stage), then a quaternion algebra of dimension 4, then an octonion algebra of dimension 8; the process continues to furnish algebras of dimension 2" (n > 4), but these generalized Cayley-Dickson algebras are no longer alternative nor permit composition. Recall that the commuter Comm(^4) consists of all elements commuting with A, the (left, middle, right) nuclei N t (A) consist of all elements associating with A 9 and the center C(A) consists of all 
)-D(x)oχ )x) -T(x)D(x) -T(D(x))x + N(D(x), X)\
(by (0.10), (0.100,(0.12)) so derivations are traceless and skew
as long as ^4 is unitally faithful and πg/d (Note F(x) = Γ(DJC) has F(l) = 0 by (0.12)). Assuming faithfulness (0.14) entails no loss of generality (pass to Φ/A-1 ), and rigidity (0.15) holds in most reasonable cases (eg. if Φ has no nilpotent elements or A is unitally free as Φ-module ([4] 2.3)). From (0.3) we see C(A, μ) is unitally faithful and rigid if A is, in particular all generalized Cayley-Dickson algebras are faithful and rigid.
We will formulate our results quite generally for general (not-necessarily-rigid) algebras with scalar involution and algebras obtained from them by the Cayley-Dickson construction. The proofs would simplify considerably if we restricted ourselves to the case of generalized Cayley Dickson algebras. We denote by Cayder(^4) and Cayder op (yί) the spaces of Cayley derivations and anti-derivations of A into itself (regarded as the regular right module). The archetypal example of a *-module is the Cayley-Dickson bimodule Cay{A) = Al as in (0.3); the importance of Cayley derivations is
Again setting x = j = 1 in (1.2) or (1.20 shows C(l) = 2C (1),
Unlike the derivation case (0.13), a Cayley derivation need not be traceless. We say C is tracial if it has a trace element c = t(C) such that
THE TRACE ELEMENT IS UNIQUELY DETERMINED ONLY IF N(X 9 y) = T{xy*) is NONDEGENERATE; in general it is determined only up to an element of Rad N(' 9 •), which by (0.8) means up to a skew *-element. For tracial C any conjugate
has traceless range by (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , [y,χ] vanishes for all x 9 y iff 3[A, A] = 0. We call it skew because its range is skew, so it has trace element 0: Proof. The condition (1.2) 
(by (0.10')), so using 3γ = 0 we see
Whenever H = 0 we have JF(X) = -γΓ(x), C(x) = γx + γ(x + x*) = γ(x* + 2JC) = γ(x* -x) = γS(jc), and C = γS. 
is a Cayley derivation with trace element
ΔF(x, y) = F(xy) -F(x)y* -F(y)x measures how far F is from being a Cayley derivation, then for E ab (x) = axb and T d (x) = T(x)dwe have
ΔE a9b (x 9 y) = aZ>*U, 7] -afcxy*, ΔT d (x, y) = -d[x, j] so C = Σ£ Λ|Ϊ6I + T d has
Derivations of C(^4, μ)
. In this section we show how the derivations of C(A 9 μ) axe built out of derivations, Cayley derivations, and skew nuclear elements of A. An immediate calculation from the definition (0.11) of derivation and the definition (0.4) of the product on C shows that every *-derivation of
We noted in (0.13) that all derivations are traceless in the unitally rigid case. Our calculations could be simplified if we assumed unital rigidity. 
Then the derivation condition
(2) (
3) A>
and (2) 
, so C is tracial with trace element c 0 as in (1.5) and conjugate C = D 12 as in (1.6) . Thus (2) becomes (3) hold iff D l2 = C where the trace c 0 of C is right = left nuclear and middle nuclear, i.e. c 0 is skew nuclear. D 
Proof. We call 2.6 the Schafer decomposition of Der(C(^4, μ)) since it was first noticed by R. D. Schafer [5, p. 66] for the case when A is a quaternion algebra and C(A> μ) a Cayley algebra, and was used to analyze the Lie algebra Der(C) of type G 2 .
When A has no Cayley derivations, C{A, μ) has essentially the same derivations as A. 
foτd= C'(t(C)) -C(t(C')) e ΛΓ 0 (^); (vi) If C e «Cayder(y4), z e iV rad (yl) then D = R Z C e Όeτ(A) with
i?^C + CΛ 2 = L rf for d = C(r) e iV 0 (^) These of course can all be proven directly from the definitions, though at the expense of considerable effort. Direct calculation often yields slightly stronger statements, as we will now indicate. For computing trace elements it will be convenient to note that C is the adjoint of C when t(C) is nuclear; more generally
(2.10) N(Cx, y) -N(x,C(y)) = T([x, y,t(C)])
(C e /Cayder(Λ)) since
T(C(x)y*) -T(C(y)x*) + T(x*(yc)) (using (0.2), c = t(C)) = T((x*y)c -[x*, y, c] -C(x*y)) (by (1.4)) = T([x,y,c]) (by (1.5)).

Improving on (i), from the definitions (0.11) and (1.2) we see (i') If D o e Der o (Λ), C e Cayder(Λ) then [D o , C] e Cayder(Λ); if C is tracial so is [D o , C] with [D Q , Q = [D Q , C] and t([D 0 , C]) = D 0 (t(C))
(we need D o traceless for it to be a *-derivation); note that if 
For the trace, when ί/ is nuclear (1.4) . For the conjugate,
If c is nuclear so is C{d), i.e. C(d) is, by the nontrivial calculation in Lemma 2.11 below.
Improving on (iv), we have
•-element when either d or z is nuclear; if both are nuclear, so is dz. Indeed, by (0.9) dxz = xdz where T(dz) = 0, adz = zd*a* = dza* if one of d, z is nuclear.
To see why the first part of (v) should hold, if c i = ί(C ; ) are nuclear then 
for skew c i by (1.2) . Improving on (vi), a direct calculation using (0.8), (0.9) and nuclearity of z shows (vi') If C is a Cayley derivation and z is a skew nuclear *-element, then D = R Z C is a derivation with CR Z = ^c(z) ~~ ^> ^ C * s tracial then C(z) is skew nuclear. Note by (1.2) we have R Z C + CR Z = ^c(z) whenever z is skew. Certainly C(z) is skew if C is tracial, Γ(C(z)) = T(cz) = 0 for radical z, and C(z) is nuclear by the following Lemma 2.11. D
It seems to be difficult to prove directly that Cayley derivations preserve the nucleus.
LEMMA. // d e N(A) is nuclear and C a Cayley derivation, then C(d) e N t (A) = N r (A) is outer-nuclear. If C has a nuclear trace element then C(d) e N(A) is also middle-nuclear.
Proof. For any Cayley derivation we have (2.12) C ([x, y,y] When C has nuclear trace element c we have
)= [C(x), y, y] -[C(y), x, y] since c(-[χ, y> y*\) + [c(χ), y*, y] + [c(y), x, y] = -C((xy)y*) + C(xN(y)) +{C(x)y*}y -C(x)N(y) + {C(y)x}y + C(y*)(xy)
since direct calculation from (1.2), (1.6), (1.7) shows that 
C(xy) -C(x)y* + C(y)*x = -xyc + xcy* + T{C(y))x = x{T(yc) -yc-c*y*} = 0 and [C(x)y* -C{y)*x) -{x*C{y) + yC(x)} = T(y)C(x) -y ° C(x) -N(C(y), x) =
= 0 (by (0.10'), (1.7), (2.10)). D
Cayley derivations of C(A, μ).
In this section we describe how Cayley derivations of C(A, μ) are built out of Cayley derivations and anti-derivations of A. In most cases of dimension > 8 there are no Cayley derivations at all. (1) Λ>
LEMMA. A map D + (a + bl) = D n (a) + D 22 (b)l is a Cayley derivation of C{A, μ) iff
Here (3) is superfluous in the presence of (2) blocks down the superdiagonal and subdiagonal; on the subdiagonal the blocks are alternatingly the 2*~ι X 2 2 " 1 matrix of S = I + / and the 2 1 '" 1 X 2 1 '"" 1 zero block, while the superdiagonal is just μ. times the subdiagonal (C z _ 3 = C(C / _ 4? μ,)).
Over a field of characteristic Φ 3, Der(C) is a simple Lie algebra of type G 2 .
